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"I am laying beside her, she is 35, unvaccinated and in a coffin. Let that sink 
unvaccinated and in a coffin. 

DUBLIN IRELAND, 23.08.2021, 14:35 Time

USPA NEWS - Let that sink in today's Irish Independent shocking statement what's the headline.
Get the vaccine’ - devastated husband as wife dies from Covid weeks after giving birth

Samantha Willis (35) died in Altnagelvin Hospital last Friday having struggled for 16 days
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The devastated husband of a mother who died from Covid after giving birth to their daughter has pleaded with people to get
vaccinated to avoid the same pain he is suffering.

Samantha Willis (35) died in Altnagelvin Hospital in Derry on Friday having struggled with the virus for 16 days. Her daughter
Eviegrace was born two weeks earlier.

“I spent hours in ICU on Thursday and Friday with my wife who passed away. It’s real, the numbers are real. Get your vaccine so you
or your family don’t have to go through what I have had to,” Josh Willis placed on Twitter.

When I come across this shocking headline on the Irish independent Twitter account today I was completely Saturn but a heartbreak
and pain but yet in the minutes of his Darkness he appealed to people to get their vaccine.
I would like to offer him our deepest sympathy and let him know that he he and his newborn child and extended family are in our
thoughts and our prayers in this difficult time.

It is very important for each and everyone of us to receive the vaccination at our given chance not to delay or listen to the conspiracies
of othes who like to hear the sound of their own voices.
Please whenever you are in the world reading this article make an appointment to get your vaccine.
Because you will not only be saving your own life of the lines of others around you.

Do not let your life become tragedy that makes a headline sometimes we need to sit back and take a reality check for the benefit of
others and for ourselves for the health and welfare of each and every member of our family and the wider community there is no more
time for excuses or I will make an appointment next week or the week after let's see how it plays out these are the responses from all of
us so why is up and make the best choice according to your conscience not in accordance to the conspiracies so will not lose any
sleep because of those who take the vaccine and may die from the covid-19 virus.

Let this tragedy of this young mother the lesson but more importantly an Awakening how's the reality of the virus that is out there
unseen enemy that can strike at any time.
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